Interfacial coupling induced direct Z-scheme water splitting in metal-free photocatalyst: C3N/g-C3N4 heterojunctions.
Mimicking the natural photosynthesis in green plants, artificial Z-scheme photocatalysis enables more efficient utilization of solar energy for photocatalytic water splitting. Most currently designed g-C3N4-based Z-scheme heterojunctions are usually based on metal-containing semiconductor photocatalysts, thus exploiting metal-free photocatalysts for Z-scheme water splitting is of huge interest. Herein, we propose two metal-free C3N/g-C3N4 heterojunctions with the C3N monolayer covering g-C3N4 sheet (monolayer or bilayer) and systematically explore their electronic structures, charge distributions and photocatalytic properties by performing extensive hybrid density functional calculations. We clearly reveal that the relative strong built-in electric fields around their respective interface regions, caused by the charge transfer from C3N monolayer to g-C3N4 monolayer or bilayer, result in the bands bending, renders the transfer of photogenerated carriers in these two heterojunctions following the Z-scheme instead of the type-II pathway. Moreover, the photogenerated electrons and holes in these two C3N/g-C3N4 heterojunctions can not only be efficiently separated, but also have strong redox abilities for water oxidation and reduction. Compared with the isolated g-C3N4 sheets, the light absorption in visible to near-infrared region are significantly enhanced in these proposed heterojunctions. These theoretical findings suggest that these proposed metal-free C3N/g-C3N4 heterojunctions are promising direct Z-scheme photocatalysts for solar water splitting.